EFFECTIVE CLEANING IS EASIER THAN YOU THINK

If you’ve used sand or chemicals to clean your plant in the past, you know the challenges they come with — shutting down and disassembling equipment, excessive drying times, plus the hassles and hazards of secondary waste.

There’s a better way. At Emory Dry Ice, we provide professional dry ice blasting that thoroughly and efficiently cleans your plant’s equipment, walls, floors — you name it. Dry ice blasting doesn’t use chemicals and there’s no secondary waste to clean up afterward. Don’t let cleaning slow you down. Keep your plant up and running at its best.

DRIY ICE BLASTING BENEFITS

- **Enhance environmental safety** by eliminating hazardous chemicals, water, and media like sand that create messy and contaminated secondary waste.
- **Increase efficiency** by safely cleaning around sensitive areas like motors and electrical components, even while equipment is online.
- **Keep your equipment in peak condition** without the hassle and wasted time of disassembly for proper cleaning.
- **Avoid high replacement costs** by restoring the equipment you typically have to replace.

What about the people? Yes, dry ice blasting is a safer alternative for your most important asset — your employees. With no vapor or residue from harsh chemicals, and no dust from sand, Emory Dry Ice can help your plant maintain a healthy, safe and productive work environment.

To learn more about the benefits of dry ice blasting at your plant or to schedule a service consultation, contact us today.

1-800-910-5835 • sales@emorydryice.com